Actual airborne time (AAT) is the time between wheels-off and wheels-on of a flight. Understanding the behavior of AAT is increasingly important given the ever growing demand for air travel and flight delays becoming more rampant. As no research on AAT exists, this paper performs the first empirical analysis of AAT behavior, comparatively for the U.S. and China. The focus is on how AAT is affected by scheduled block time (SBT), origin-destination (OD) distance, and the possible pressure to reduce AAT from other parts of flight operations. Multiple econometric models are developed. The estimation results show that in both countries AAT is highly correlated with SBT and OD distance. Flights in the U.S. are faster than in China. On the other hand, facing ground delay prior to takeoff, a flight has limited capability to speed up. The pressure from short turnaround time after landing to reduce AAT is immaterial. Sensitivity analysis of AAT to flight length and aircraft utilization is further conducted. Given the more abundant airspace, flexible routing networks, and * Ke Liu and Zhe Zheng are both first authors.
Introduction
With the total number of global air travelers growing tenfold from 1970 to 2017 (World Bank, 2018), air traffic systems worldwide have become increasingly complicated and in many situations congested, causing negative consequences to airlines and the traveling public such as increased airline operating cost, loss of passenger welfare, and added fuel consumption and emissions (see, e.g., Ball, et al., 2010; Zou and Hansen, 2012; Dresner et al., 2012; Ryerson et al., 2014) . To mitigate these negative consequences, the airline industry and air traffic control (ATC) have made significant efforts.
For example, it is common practice for airlines to pad extra time into flight schedules to absorb and prevent delay from being propagated. Integrated disruption management with flight planning has also been considered to help with schedule recovery once delay occurs (e.g., Clausen et al., 2010; Marla et al., 2016) . On the ATC side, many traffic management procedures including ground delay programs (GDP), airspace flow programs (AFP), and Area Navigation (RNAV) have been implemented to balance flight demand with terminal and en-route airspace capacity and stream air traffic. The goal of these efforts is to minimize delay and maximize the extent to which aircraft fly according to schedule.
To do so, understanding the behavior of actual airborne time (AAT), i.e,. the time between the actual wheels-off at the departure airport and the actual wheels-on at the arrival airport which is the most expensive part of a flight, is of critical importance.
The behavior of AAT is intertwined with other time components related to a flight. As shown in Figure 1 , AAT is part of the actual block time (ABT) of a flight which consists of AAT and taxi-out and taxi-in times. For a typical flight, taxi times hold a small proportion compared to AAT suggesting a high correlation between AAT and ABT. In an ideal situation, ABT exactly coincides with scheduled block time (SBT) of a flight. However, in reality ABT often deviates from SBT due to departure and arrial delays. The discrepancy between AAT and SBT thus stems from departure delay, taxi-out time, arrival delay, and taxi-in time, the former two forming the ground time at the departure airport (D_GT).
After arrival at gate, the extent of after-flight turnaround time (AF_TT) plus arrival delay relative to the needed time for turnaround determines whether delay will incur to the gate departure of the next flight.
Figure 1. Main decomposition of air travel time
The time components involved in a flight described above provide some useful perspectives on what to consider when modeling AAT. A first important aspect is the extent to which AAT is in line with SBT, which in turn is influenced by historic ABT of flights operating on the same OD. A closely related issue is how AAT is aligned with the physical distance flown. Second, as on-time performance is a main concern of flying, an important factor to consider is the amount of time a flight spends prior In view of the existing literature, this paper aims to make two major contributions. The first one is the explicit modeling of AAT and testing of its relationship with a range of operation-, time-, and weather-related factors. In particular, we are interested in the extent to which AAT sticks to SBT and its correlation with flight distance. Also of interest to us is the interactions of AAT with pre-takeoff time and after-landing turnaround time, given that the three time components together determine delay propagation downstream. A large amount of time spent prior to takeoff may pressure a flight to reduce AAT to catch up with the schedule. Knowning that the turnaround time is small after landing, a flight may also try to reduce AAT to prevent arrival delay and its passing to connected operations. These conjectures, which are unexplored previously, are part of the hypotheses to be tested in our study. Furthermore, how the AAT behavior evolves as a flight flies longer and as an aircraft flies more legs in a day will be explored as well through sensitivity analysis.
For the second major contribution, our investigation of AAT behavior is conducted in a comparative manner for flights in the U.S. and China. The air traffic systems of the two countries are the two largest in the world. The two countries are also similar in territory size, both located in the belts of prevailing westerlies and dealing with significant flight delays (Ren and Li, 2018 ). Yet significant differences exist in their air traffic systems in terms of geographical distributions of air travel demand, airspace availability, air traffic flow management, delay management policies by the respective civil aviation authorities, and airline scheduling practices. For the geographical distributions of air travel demand, most of the economic centers in China are concentrated in the eastern part of the country, resulting in majority of flights being short-and medium-haul. In contrast, the economic centers in the U.S. are more evenly scattered throughout the country, leading to longer flight lengths ( Figure 2 ). In terms of airspace availability, only 20% of the national airspace in China is made available for civil aviation use while in the U.S. the percentage is 80%. This stark discrepancy means more limited airspace capacity and flight routing flexibility in China (Hsu, 2014) . These differences make the comparison between the two countries worthwhile, with the results possibly inform future flight scheduling and operation strategies in China to improve its system efficiency. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present four key hypotheses, which form the basis of our model specifications. Section 3 describes the data sources and the data filtering process. Estimation results of the base model are reported and discussed in Section 4. Further sensitivity analysis of the estimation results with respect to flight length and aircraft utilization is performed in Section 5. As we conjecture a more efficient flying environment in the U.S., Section 6 conducts a counterfactual analysis to assess the potential efficiency gains if the Chinese air traffic system adopted the AAT behavior in the U.S. Findings of the paper are summarized in Section 7 along with suggestions for future research.
Model development
Based on the literature review and conjecture in Section 1, in this section we identify several factors that may influence AAT. Four key hypotheses about the factor effects are formalized in subsection 2.1. Building on the hypotheses, multiple model specifications are proposed in subsection 2.2 to characterize the AAT behavior.
Hypotheses
AAT is closely related to scheduled time of a flight. While scheduled airborne time is not commonly reported, SBT has been widely used in aviation research and practice. Compared to AAT which involves only airborne time, SBT encompasses time both in the air and on the ground. Based on 
Eq. (1) indicates that ABT is the sum of AAT, actual taxi-in time, and actual taxi-out time. In Eq.
(2), the difference between SBT and ABT is the difference of departure and arrival delays of the flight.
Substituting ABT in Eq. (2) by its expression of Eq. (1) we obtain:
In most cases that arrival delay of a flight is not too large compared to departure delay (with the difference less than the sum of taxi-in and taxi-out times), SBT will be greater than AAT. The difference between depature and arrival delays are attributed to two main factors. First is airborne delay.
Second is flight buffer, i.e., the extra time padded into flight schedule to absorb delay which has become common practice in airline SBT setting. Given flight buffer and as long as no significant airborne delay occurs, arrival delay is likely to be smaller than departure delay. Further adding taxi times suggests a high likelihood that − > 0.
On the other hand, almost always, delay and taxi times are much shorter than AAT and SBT. The relativity of delay and taxi times becomes smaller as flight length increases. This fact together with Eq.
(3) means that SBT is likely to highly correlate with AAT. Based on the conjecture, the first hypothesis to be tested in the paper is formalized as follows: (Delgado, et al. 2013) . Provided that there is room for reducing airborne time, the larger the pre-takeoff delay, the larger pressure a flight will have to reduce AAT. This leads to the second hypothesis of the paper.
Hypothesis 2:
Pre-takeoff delay pressures a flight to reduce AAT. As such, AAT would be shorter with larger pre-takeoff delay.
The third hypothesis of the paper also relates to delay propagation but from a different perspective. 
Hypothesis 4:
Provided that the air traffic system in China had the same operation environment as in the U.S., Chinese flights would have overall shorter AAT leading to operating cost and fuel savings.
Model specifications
Building on the first three hypotheses, this subsection specifies econometric models for AAT to be estimated in the paper. The general form of the AAT models is presented in Eq. To test Hypothesis 3, a variable AF_TT_dif is constructed as the difference between the the after- Zou and Hansen, 2012) to make the calculation more robust to measurement error and reduces the influence of unusually favorable conditions. The expectation is that if a flight's AF_TT is less than MCT, then the flight may be more pressured to reduce AAT to minimize arrival delay.
We consider a Heading variable, which measures the longitude difference between the departure and the arrival airports, with eastward taking positive values and westward taking negative values. The expectation is that prevailing winds may affect flying speed and thus AAT. We use HubDep and
HubArr to indicate whether a flight takes off from or lands at the airline's hub. We conjecture that a flight from/to a hub airport is likely to receive better ground services. In addition, an airline usually has a good relationship with ATC at its hub airports, which further improves flight operations. Another 1,000 meters to 500 meters impacts flight operations more than decreasing from 8,000 meters to 7,500 meters. To the extent that some records have visibility of zero miles, we add one to the exponent:
= ln(Departure Visibility + 1) and = ln(Arrival Visibility + 1).
Following the discussions above, below are the full specification of the SBT and GCD model specifications. In the specifications, 's and 's are the coefficients to be estimated. and are the error terms. 
Variables Description

Y-variables
AAT (min) Actual airborne time, which is the time difference between actual wheels-on time and actual wheels-off time
X-variables
Operation related SBT For weather-related variables, the Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine (METAR) weather report provides weather information including temperature, windspeed, and visibility at each of the airports covered in the data on the China side, at 60-minute intervals. On the US side, the ASPM data offers similar weather records, at a higher frequency of every 15 minutes.
Data filtering
Multiple data filtering steps are performed to ensure data consistency. First, as we are interested in AAT of commercial flights, other types of flights are removed. Second, we note that the U.S. has more airports than China. Many of the airports in the U.S. are mainly for general aviation, whereas there are very few general aviation airports in China. To ensure that the AAT comparison is meaningful, we only keep flights that flew between the top 30 airports in terms of total flight operations in each country in 2016. These airports are shown in Figure 1 and also listed in Appendix 1. This filtering reduces the number of flight records to 1,815,416 for China and 2,465,472 in the U.S.
In addition to the above, records with missing or abnormal variable values are eliminated from the data. Flights with GCD less than five miles between the departure and the arrival airports are deleted, as it might indicate that a flight flew between two airports of the same city (e.g., Hongqiao and Pudong airports in Shanghai). If GCD is zero miles, it might also suggest that the flight was canceled. For each OD pair, we delete flight records with AAT outside 1.5 times the difference between the 85 th and the 15 th percentile values in the AAT distribution, above the 85 th percentile and below the 15 th percentile.
These flights are viewed as outliers as they have exceedingly long or short AAT. Similar filtering of flight records with extremely long and short D_GT is also performed. After the filtering, the China dataset has 1,723,853 flights while the U.S. dataset has 2,357,067 records. The summary statistics for some of the variables are reported in Table 2 . the average over all days of the same month. As historic weather information before 2016 is not available to us, the average weather conditions of the current month is used as a proxy for the weather conditions in the preceding years of the month, which airlines would use when setting SBT. These additional instruments are considered exgeonous to AAT. With these added instrumental variables, we estimate the SBT model using generalized method of moments (GMM), which is more efficient than two-stage least square estimation (Green, 2003).
The estimation results are presented in Table 3 . Model 1 considers SBT and is estimated using GMM. Model 2 has the same specification as Model 1 but is estimated using OLS, serving as a point of reference. Model 3 considers GCD and SBT_dif in place of SBT. GCD is clearly exogenous. For
SBT_dif, one may suspect that the difference of a flight's SBT from the average may be affected by AAT. However, finding adequate instruments for SBT_dif is difficult. We have experimented with using the instruments of Model 1, but they turn out to have very low correlation with SBT_dif ( 2 of regressing SBT_dif on the instruments is below 0.05 for both countries). Moreover, whether considering SBT_dif as endogenous or exogeneous, the estimates for other coefficients than SBT_dif do not seem to be quite different. In view of the above, we still report OLS estimation results for the GCD model in Table 3 . Recall that apart from SBT, GCD, and SBT_dif, the other variables are the same in Models 1 and 3. Thus, it begs the question of which model should be the focus of our interpretation. We opt for Model 1, as it has more coefficients with statistical significance and greater goodness-of-fit, especially on the China side. Moreover, by choosing SBT rather than GCD as an explanatory variable, we account for not only the distance effect, but also the effect of scheduling practices that are afftected by en-route airspace availability and air traffic control which are different in the two countries.
In Model 1, the D_GT coefficients are negative for both countries, meaning that more ground time at the departure end leads to shorter AAT. This confirms Hypothesis 2 that delay at the departure end The difference is not surprising, as low visibility will mainly affect ground holding time before takeoff, not afterwards (i.e., AAT). In contrast, better visibility at the arrival end helps decrease separation while forming the landing queue which contributes to reducing AAT.
Besides the above coefficients, the estimates for the constant term are also worth discussions. As 
Sensitivity analysis
This section investigates the sensitivity of the estimation results to flight length and aircraft utilization. For flight length, recall the discussion of Hypothesis 1 that the difference between SBT and AAT is a function of departure and arrival delays and taxi times. The longer the flight length, the smaller the relativity of delays and taxi times with respect to AAT and SBT. Longer flight length also means greater interaction with the en-route airspace environment, which differs significantly in China and the US. For aircraft utilization, its impact on AAT is shaped by two opposing forces: 1) tendency to add more flight buffer given the increased propensity for delay propagation from an earlier flight to a later flight. This will increase the difference between AAT and SBT; 2) pressure to reduce flight buffer to be able to fly more flights. The investigation of AAT by aircraft utilitization thus helps understand which force dominates in each of the two countries.
Sensitivity to flight length
We divide the flight records in each country into three flight length groups based on GCD values: 1) less than 800 nautical miles as short-haul flights; 2) between 800 and 1,600 nautical miles as medium-haul flights; and 3) greater than 1,600 nautical miles as long-haul flights. Figure 3 shows the number of flights in each group in the two countries. As the top 30 airports in China are concentrated in the eastern part of the country (see Figure 1 ), most flights are short-haul. The busiest routes, notably In line with the hypotheses in Section 2, we focus on comparing the SBT and D_GT coefficients in these models. AF_TT_dif coefficients are very small and effectively zero, as in the base model estimates. Figure 4 plots the point estimates of SBT and D_GT coefficients for short-, medium-, and long-haul flights in the two countries along with the 95% confidence intervals. Figure 4a shows that the point estimates of the SBT coefficients increase with flight length both in China and the U.S., and the increase is more prominent in China. Except for long-haul flights in China, all the SBT coefficients are still less than one. These coefficients indicate that as a flight flies longer, the flight buffer effect still overweighs the airborne delay effect, but to a smaller extent relative to SBT. This might be attributed to the fact that flight buffer increases less than linearly with repect to flight range and a longer-distance flight has greater propensity to encounter airborne delays. For long-haul flights in China, the poin estimate of the SBT coeffieint is about 1.04, suggesting that SBT is not even enough to cover AAT. However, the estimate has a very large confidence interval and the statistical test fails to reject the null hypothesis that the SBT coeffient is equal to one, i.e., strict proportional change of AAT and SBT. In addition, the large confidence interval of the SBT coefficient for Chinese long-haul flights implies the greater uncertainty in AAT due to more exposure to the restricted and complex enroute environment. The increase in the SBT coefficient in the U.S., on the other hand, is much more moderate, from 0.916 to 0.950 along with consistent confidence intervals. This confirms more flexible en-route network in the U.S. airspace. 
Sensitivity to aircraft utilization
We measure aircraft utilization as the number of flight legs the aircraft associated with the flight under study flies in a day, and denote the number as NumFltOfAC. As mentioned in the beginning of Section 5, two opposing forces affect AAT as NumFltOfAC increases: 1) tendency to add flight buffer to mitigate delay propagation; 2) pressure to reduce flight buffer to fly more legs. The amount of flight buffer affects the difference between departure delay and arrival delay which in turn influences AAT (see Eq. (3)). Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of flights in seven groups based on NumFltOfAC: 1, 
Counterfactual analysis of potential efficiency gains in China
Given the difference in the behavior of AAT between China and the U.S., this section investigates how AAT would change and the implications for airline fuel consumption and operating cost if the AAT behavior in the U.S. were adopted in China. As discussed when introducing Hypothesis 4, the underlying conjecture is that due to more abundant airspace, flexible routing networks, and efficient ATFM procedures, adopting the U.S. AAT behavior would help reduce AAT and consequently airline fuel burn and operation cost in China.
Methodology
The basic idea for performing the counterfactual analysis is to apply the U.S. SBT model to the The routes with increased and decreased AAT indeed follow distinctive spatial patterns. As shown in Figure 11 , the routes with increased AAT are most north-south bound, whereas the routes with decreased AAT are predominately east-west bound. Such spatial patterns can be explained by the oppositie concentration of air traffic in the two countries. Recall from Figure 2 
